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Watch, while I drop some seeds which have their coverings on into this glass of water, she
commanded, holding it up to view. Now I will put some of the seeds without their coverings in and
see what happens. Those with the coverings float, and those without them sink, cried several
children at once. Can you see why? Receiving no reply, she pointed to three little swellings on the
outside of the cover. They are made of a corky material and act to float the seed on water. It makes
the seeds float just like a life preserver holds you up in the water, Ned O Brien remarked, rising in his
excitement, and poking the seeds to try and make them sink. Can any of you children see, that it is
an advantage to Curled Dock to have its seeds...
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It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Ra nda l Reing er-- Ra nda l Reing er

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I
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